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Abstract

We show how portfolio choice can be modeled in continuous time with transitory and persistent transaction costs, multiple assets, multiple signals predicting returns, and general signal dynamics. The objective function is derived from the limit of discrete-time models with endogenous transaction costs due to optimal dealer behavior. We solve the model explicitly and the intuitive solution is also the limit of the solutions of the corresponding discrete-time models. We show how the optimal high-frequency trading strategy depends on the nature of the trading costs, which in turn depend on dealers’ inventory dynamics. Finally, we provide equilibrium implications and illustrate the model’s broader applicability to micro- and macro-economics, monetary policy, and political economy.
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A fundamental question in financial economics is how to choose an optimal portfolio. Investors must choose their portfolio in light of the current risks, expected returns, and transaction costs of all available assets, as well as how often they can trade in the future and the evolution of the risks and returns. This portfolio choice depends crucially on the future trading opportunities for several reasons: First, expected returns are driven by multiple economic factors that vary over time, leading to variation in the optimal portfolio. Second, transaction costs imply that an investor must consider the portfolio’s optimality both currently and in the future. Third, investors must decide how often to trade and how much to trade. A number of questions arise from these dynamic considerations: What is the difference between trading in markets that are open continuously versus discrete markets? How do transaction costs change when markets are open continuously rather than at discrete times? Why do high-frequency trading (HFT) firms and other investors trade continuously throughout the day when most existing models with transaction costs imply infrequent, lumpy trading? What are the implications for asset-price dynamics?

We provide a general and tractable framework to address these issues. First, to study portfolio choice for high- and low-frequency trading, we show how to formulate the problem in continuous time such that the objective function is a limit of discrete-time models in which transaction costs arise endogenously from dealer behavior. As a result, we clarify how transaction costs can be captured consistently for high- and low-frequency trades and how model parameters scale with time. Second, we solve the continuous-time model and derive a simple expression for the optimal high-frequency portfolio choice. The tractability of our framework contrasts with that of standard models in the literature based on proportional transaction costs. These standard models are complex and rely on numerical solutions even in the case of a single asset with i.i.d. returns (i.e., no return predicting factors). In contrast, our framework based on quadratic costs allows a closed-form optimal portfolio choice with multiple assets and multiple return-predicting factors. The assumption that transaction costs are quadratic in the number of securities traded is natural since it is equivalent to a linear price impact. Third, we show how the continuous-time solution obtains as the limit of optimal discrete-time portfolios. Fourth, we derive implications for equi-
librium expected returns. Finally, we provide several additional applications of our framework to other issues in social science.

To understand the intricacies in studying high-frequency trading, consider first the following apparent puzzle, namely whether market impact costs matter at all in continuous time. For instance, in the model of Cetin et al. (2006), transaction costs are irrelevant in continuous time. To see why quadratic costs might be irrelevant in continuous time, consider splitting a trade into two equal parts. The quadratic transaction cost of each part of the trade is \( \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^2 = \frac{1}{4} \) of the cost of the original trade, leading to a total cost that is half (two times \( \frac{1}{2} \)) what it was before. This insight leads to two apparent conclusions, the latter of which we wish to dispel: (i) Splitting orders up and trading gradually over time is optimal, as is the case in our optimal strategy and in real-world electronic markets. (ii) One can continue to halve one’s cost by splitting the trade up further, so the cost goes to zero as trading approaches continuous time. We refute point (ii) under certain conditions, as it relies on an implicit assumption that, when the trading frequency increases, the parameter of the quadratic cost function remains unchanged. This assumption does not hold in general when trading costs are micro-founded; in this case, instead, the unchanging quantity is the transaction cost incurred per time unit if trading a given number of shares per time unit.

To provide an economic foundation for a continuous-time model with transaction costs, we discretize the model and let transaction costs arise endogenously due to dealers’ inventory considerations à la Grossman and Miller (1988).\(^4\) We consider both persistent and transitory costs, corresponding to dealers who can lay off their inventory gradually or in one shot. We show that the discrete-time persistent market-impact costs converge to a continuous-time model with the same persistent market-impact parameter and a resiliency parameter that depends on the length of the time periods to the first order.

There are two ways to model the dependence of the transitory costs on the trading frequency: (a) If dealers can always lay off their inventory in one time period, then shorter time periods imply that dealers need only hold inventories for a shorter time and, in this case, transitory costs vanish in the limit. (b) If, instead, the time it takes dealers to unload inventories does not go to zero even as the trading frequency increases, then transitory costs survive in the limit. In this case, the limit transaction costs are quadratic in the trading intensity, i.e., the number of shares traded per time unit.

In either case, we show that trading costs and, more broadly, the objective function, converge to their continuous-time counterparts as trading frequencies increase. We derive the optimal portfolio in discrete and continuous time and naturally the optimal discrete-time portfolio also converges to the continuous-time solution. In the case with vanishing transitory costs, the optimal continuous-time portfolio has positive quadratic variation. With transitory costs, however, our optimal continuous-time strategy is smooth and has a finite turnover. Hence, while the trading strategies appear to have the same structure in discrete time (in fact, given by the same equation), their continuous-time limits are qualitatively different in the two cases.

The more realistic case is arguably the one with a smooth trading strategy with finite turnover, corresponding to finite turnover speed of dealer inventories. This case provides an economic foundation for quadratic transaction costs that matter in continuous time.\(^5\) At the same time, the model shows how continuous trading (e.g., high frequency trading) can be optimal, yet accomplished with a limited turnover. Further, it shows how to scale transaction costs parameters with

---

\(^4\) Inventory models with multiple correlated assets include Greenwood (2005) and Gârleanu et al. (2009).

\(^5\) We thus offer a justification for the specification employed in such studies as Carlin et al. (2008) and Oehmke (2009).
time frequencies such that the model solution is (almost) the same independent of whether we study trading at the second or millisecond frequencies (in contrast, if transaction costs did not matter in continuous time, then it would follow either that the discrete-time models rely heavily on the sufficient length of the time period or that transaction costs also have a small effect in these models).

Our optimal strategy is qualitatively different from the strategy with proportional or fixed transaction costs, which exhibits long periods of no trading. Our strategy resembles the method used by many real-world traders in electronic markets, namely to continuously post limit orders close to the best bid or ask. The trading speed is the limit orders’ “fill rate,” which naturally depends on the price-aggressiveness of the limit orders, i.e., on the cost that the trader is willing to accept — just as in our model. Our strategy has several advantages in the real world, according to discussions with people who design trading systems: Trading continuously minimizes the order sizes at each point in time and exploits the liquidity that is available throughout the day (or week, month, etc.), rather than submitting large infrequent orders when limited liquidity may be available. Consistently, the empirical literature generally finds transaction costs to be convex (e.g., Engle et al., 2008; Lillo et al., 2003), with some researchers estimating quadratic trading costs (e.g., Breen et al., 2002 and Kyle and Obizhaeva, 2011), including for large orders (Kyle and Obizhaeva, 2012). Huberman and Stanzl (2004) show that the persistent price impact must be linear to rule out arbitrage opportunities. Chacko et al. (2008) model transaction costs as a monopolistic market-maker’s price of immediacy and find evidence of a market impact that increases with the square root of the order size, corresponding to a total cost that increases with order size raised to power 3/2 (rather than quadratic). Nevertheless, the main features of their model, namely transaction costs that are convex and do not vanish in continuous time, are the very ingredients our theory and micro foundation rely on.

We also show how our continuous-time model can help analyze equilibrium asset price dynamics. We study an equilibrium model in which rational investors facing transaction costs trade with several groups of noise traders who provide a time-varying excess supply or demand of assets. We show that, in order for the market to clear, the investors must be offered return premiums depending on the properties of the noise-traders’ positions. In particular, the noise-trader positions that mean revert more quickly generate larger alphas in equilibrium, as the rational investors must be compensated for incurring higher transaction costs per time unit. Long-lived supply fluctuations, on the other hand, give rise to smaller and more persistent alphas. This can help explain the short-term return reversals documented by Lehman (1990) and Lo and MacKinlay (1990), and their relation to transaction costs documented by Nagel (2012).

Finally, linear–quadratic models are widely used in social science (see Ljungqvist and Sargent, 2004; Hansen and Sargent, 2014, and references therein). We contribute to this broader literature in two ways. First, the general solution comes down to algebraic matrix Riccati equations requiring numerical solutions, while we solve our model explicitly, including the Riccati equations. Second, we consider how to act optimally in light of frictions and several signals with varying mean-reversion rates in the linear–quadratic framework. This leads to insights with broad implications across social science as we discuss in the concluding section of the paper. For example, a central bank may receive several signals about inflation (e.g., core inflation versus headline inflation, or in several regions, or across several product markets) and face costs of changing

---

6 The literature on equilibrium asset pricing with trading costs includes Amihud and Mendelson (1986), Vayanos (1998), Vayanos and Vila (1999), Lo et al. (2004), Jang et al. (2007), Gärleanu (2009), and Lagos (2010), and the literature on asset pricing with time-varying trading costs includes Acharya and Pedersen (2005), Lynch and Tan (2011).
monetary policy. A politician may face varying signals from several constituents and incur costs from political changes. A firm may receive several signals about consumer preferences and face costs to adjusting its products. The macro economy may face different signals about total factor productivity (TFP) and capital adjustment costs. In each of these examples, our framework can be used to see how to optimally weight the signals in light of their dynamics and costs. Our model shows that the optimal policy moves gradually in the direction of an aim, which incorporates an average of current and future expected signals. This means that the decision maker should give more weight to persistent signals. Specifically, the model shows explicitly how a firm should weight persistent consumer trends, a central bank should weight core inflation over transitory inflation, and the macro capital adjustment should be based on persistent TFP shocks.

1. Optimal trading in continuous markets

We start by introducing our tractable continuous-time framework and illustrating its solution, the optimal “high-frequency” trading strategy. We first consider the case of purely transitory transaction costs, then introduce persistent transaction costs, and finally consider the case of purely persistent costs.

We show that the nature of the optimal trading strategy is fundamentally different in the cases with and without transitory transaction costs, and we discuss at a deeper level in Sections 2–3 when each case is most likely to apply. Further, Sections 2–3 also lay the foundation for a number of modeling choices, including the investor’s continuous-time objective function, as these are far from obvious when starting directly from continuous time, as we shall see. All proofs are in the (on-line) appendix.

1.1. Purely temporary transaction costs

An investor must choose an optimal portfolio among $S$ risky securities and a risk-free asset. The risky securities have prices $p$ with dynamics

$$dp_t = \left( r^f p_t + B f_t \right) dt + du_t.$$  

(1)

Here, $f_t$ is a $K \times 1$ vector which contains the factors that predict excess returns, $B$ is an $S \times K$ matrix of factor loadings, and $u$ is an unpredictable “noise term,” i.e., a martingale (e.g., a Brownian motion or a jump diffusion) with instantaneous variance–covariance matrix $\text{var}_t(u_t) = \Sigma dt.$

The return-predicting factors follow a general Markovian jump diffusion:

$$df_t = \mu_f(f_t) dt + d\varepsilon_t,$$  

(2)

where $\varepsilon$ is a martingale. Like the innovation $u$, $\varepsilon$ can contain both Brownian and jump components. We impose on the dynamics of $f$ conditions sufficient to ensure that it is stationary, with finite first two moments. Occasionally, we also make use of the following assumption that specifies the matrix $\Phi$ of mean-reversion rates for the factors.

---

7 We note that, in the interest of tractability, we model returns per security, i.e., absolute changes in price levels, rather than proportional returns. This choice is conducive to a linear–quadratic solution. Collin-Dufresne et al. (2014) compute approximate solutions in a proportional-return discrete-time model, and find little quantitative difference from our (discrete-time) solution when returns are heteroscedastic.
**Assumption A1.** The drift of \( f_t \) is given by \( \mu_f(f) = -\Phi f \).

The agent chooses his trading intensity \( \tau_t \in \mathbb{R}^S \), which determines the rate of change of his position \( x_t \):

\[
dx = \tau_t dt. \tag{3}
\]

We only consider smooth portfolio policies here because discrete jumps in positions or quadratic variation would be associated with infinite trading costs in this setting. This idea is based on the discrete-time foundation for temporary transaction costs in Proposition 4 below, which shows that such non-smooth strategies would have infinite transaction costs when the length of the trading periods approaches zero.\(^8\)

The transaction cost \( TC \) per time unit of trading with intensity \( \tau_t \) is

\[
TC(\tau_t) = \frac{1}{2} \tau_t^\top \Lambda \tau_t. \tag{4}
\]

Here, \( \Lambda \) is a symmetric positive-definite matrix measuring the level of trading costs.\(^9\) As seen in the micro foundation in Section 3, this quadratic transaction cost arises as a trade \( \Delta x_t \) shares moves the price by \( \frac{1}{2} \Lambda \Delta x_t \), and this results in a total trading cost of \( \Delta x_t \) times the price move. This is a multi-dimensional version of Kyle’s lambda. Most of our results hold with this general transaction cost function, but some of the resulting expressions are simpler in the following special case.

**Assumption A2.** Transaction costs are proportional to the amount of risk: \( \Lambda = \lambda \Sigma \) for a scalar \( \lambda > 0 \).

This assumption is natural and, in fact, implied by the micro-foundation that we provide in Section 3.2. To understand this, suppose that a dealer takes the other side of the trade \( \Delta x_t \), holds this position for a period of time \( dt \), and “lays it off” at the end of the period. Then the dealer’s risk is \( \Delta x_t^\top \Sigma \Delta x_t dt \) and the trading cost is the dealer’s compensation for risk, depending on the dealer’s risk aversion reflected by \( \lambda \). Section 3.2 further analyzes the conditions under which the compensation for risk is strictly positive.

The investor chooses his optimal trading strategy to maximize the present value of the future stream of expected excess returns, penalized for risk and trading costs:

\[
\max_{(\tau_t)_{t \geq 0}} E_t \int_0^\infty e^{-\rho(s-t)} \left( x_s^\top Bf_s - \frac{\gamma}{2} x_s^\top \Sigma x_s - \frac{1}{2} \tau_s^\top \Lambda \tau_s \right) ds. \tag{5}
\]

This objective function means that the investor has mean-variance preferences over the change in his wealth \( W_t \) each time period. The objective can be shown to approximate a standard utility function or it can be viewed as that of an asset manager who seeks a high Sharpe ratio. Also, this type of objective function is widely used in macro-economics (see Hansen and Sargent, 2014 and references therein).

---

\(^8\) E.g., if the agent trades \( n \) shares over a time period of \( \Delta t \), then the cost according to (4) is \( \int_0^{\Delta t} TC(\frac{n}{\Delta t})dt = \frac{1}{2} \Lambda \frac{n^2}{\Delta t} \), which approaches infinity as \( \Delta t \) approaches 0.

\(^9\) The assumption that \( \Lambda \) is symmetric is without loss of generality. To see this, suppose that \( TC(\Delta x_t) = \frac{1}{2} \Delta x_t^\top \hat{\Lambda} \Delta x_t \), where \( \hat{\Lambda} \) is not symmetric. Then, letting \( \Lambda \) be the symmetric part of \( \hat{\Lambda} \), i.e., \( \Lambda = (\hat{\Lambda} + \hat{\Lambda}^\top) / 2 \), generates the same trading costs as \( \hat{\Lambda} \).
We conjecture and verify that the value function is quadratic in $x$:

$$V(x, f) = -\frac{1}{2} x^T A_{xx} x + x^T A_x(f) + A(f).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

We solve the model explicitly, as the following proposition states. It is helpful to compare our result with the optimal portfolio under the classical no-friction assumption, for which we use the notation $\text{Markowitz}$ as a reference to the classical findings of Markowitz (1952):

$$\text{Markowitz}_t = (\gamma \Sigma)^{-1} B f_t.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The Markowitz portfolio has an optimal trade-off between risk ($\Sigma$) and expected excess return ($B f_t$), leveraged to suit the agent’s risk aversion ($\gamma$). We show that the optimal portfolio in light of transaction costs moves gradually towards an “aim portfolio,” which incorporates current and future expected Markowitz portfolios.

**Proposition 1.**

(i) There exists a unique optimal portfolio strategy.

(ii) The optimal portfolio $x_t$ tracks a moving “aim portfolio” $\tilde{M}^{\text{aim}}(f_t)$ with a tracking speed of $\tilde{M}^\text{rate}$. That is, the optimal trading intensity $\tau_t = \frac{dx_t}{dt}$ is

$$\tau_t = \tilde{M}^\text{rate} \left( \tilde{M}^{\text{aim}}(f_t) - x_t \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where the coefficient matrix $\tilde{M}^\text{rate}$ is given by

$$\tilde{M}^\text{rate} = \Lambda^{-1} A_{xx}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$A_{xx} = -\frac{\rho}{2} \Lambda + \Lambda^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \gamma \Lambda^{-\frac{1}{2}} \Sigma \Lambda^{-\frac{1}{2}} + \frac{\rho^2}{4} I \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \Lambda^{\frac{1}{2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

and the aim portfolio by

$$\tilde{M}^{\text{aim}}(f_t) = A_{xx}^{-1} A_x(f_t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

and $A_x(f)$ satisfies a second-order ODE given in the Appendix.

(iii) The aim portfolio $M^{\text{aim}}(f)$ has the intuitive representation

$$M^{\text{aim}}(f) = b \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-bt} E[\text{Markowitz}_t | f_0 = f] dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

with $b = \gamma A_{xx}^{-1} \Sigma$.

(iv) Under Assumption A2, the solution simplifies: $A_{xx} = a \Sigma$, $b > 0$ is a scalar, and

$$\tilde{M}^\text{rate} = a/\lambda = \frac{1}{2} (\sqrt{\rho^2 + 4\gamma/\lambda} - \rho)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$\tilde{M}^{\text{aim}} = \gamma^{-1} \Sigma^{-1} B (I + a/\gamma \Phi)^{-1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where the last equation also requires Assumption A1, $\mu(f) = -\Phi f$.

This proposition provides an intuitive method of portfolio choice. The optimal portfolio can be written in a simple closed-form expression. In light of the literature on portfolio choice with
proportional transaction costs (Constantinides, 1986), which relies on numerical results even for a single asset with i.i.d. returns, our framework offers remarkable tractability even with correlated multiple assets and multiple signals.

It is intuitive that the optimal portfolio trades toward an aim portfolio, which is a weighted average of future expected Markowitz portfolios. This means that persistent signals are given more weight as they affect the Markowitz portfolio for a longer time period. This result is seen most clearly in Equation (14). The aim portfolio is seen to be almost of the same form as the Markowitz portfolio, except that the signals are scaled down by \((I + a/\gamma \Phi)^{-1}\). Given that \(\Phi\) contains the signals’ mean-reversion rates, this means that quickly mean-reverting signals are scaled down more while more persistent ones receive more weight. This dependence on the signals’ mean-reversion rate is greater with larger transaction costs, that is, \(a/\gamma\) (which multiplies the mean-reversion \(\Phi\)) increases with \(\lambda\).

This intuitive portfolio strategy is the continuous-time counterpart of the discrete-time solution of Gârleanu and Pedersen (2013), but here we solve it for general factor dynamics and, under Assumption A1, the solution for trading rate (13) is even simpler in continuous time. Indeed, for a patient agent with \(\rho \equiv 0\), we see that the trading rate is approximately \(\sqrt{\gamma/\lambda}\). More generally, we see directly that the trading rate is decreasing in the transaction cost \(\lambda\) and increasing in risk aversion \(\gamma\).

**Example.** To illustrate the optimal portfolio choice with frictions, we consider a specific example as seen in Fig. 1. We solve the model and simulate of path over time based on the following parameters: \(\Phi = 1, \Sigma = 1, f_0 = 1, \text{Var}(df_t)/dt = 1, \gamma = 0.4, \rho = 0.05, B = 1, x_0 = 0, \) and \(\lambda = 0.1\).

Fig. 1 plots the evolution of the Markowitz portfolio in an economy with a single asset, say an equity-market index. The agent must decide on his equity allocation in light of his time-varying estimate of the equity premium while being mindful of transaction costs. To do this, he constructs an aim portfolio as seen in the figure. The aim portfolio is a more conservative version of the Markowitz portfolio due to transaction costs and because the agent anticipates that the Markowitz portfolio
portfolio will mean-revert. Finally, the agent’s optimal portfolio, also plotted in Fig. 1, smoothly moves toward the aim portfolio, thus saving on transaction costs while capturing most of the benefits on the Markowitz portfolio.

Interesting, we see that there are times when the optimal portfolio is below the Markowitz portfolio and above the aim, such that the optimal strategy is selling (i.e., negative $dx/dt = \tau$) even though the best risk-return trade-off is above. This selling is motivated by the agent’s anticipation that the Markowitz portfolio will go down in the future, and, to save on transaction costs, it is cheaper to start selling gradually already now.

While it may not be easy to see in the figure, the distance between the aim portfolio and the Markowitz portfolio varies over time. This distance depends on which signal is driving the current high Markowitz portfolio — a persistent signal increases the aim portfolio more than a signal that will quickly mean-revert, while the signal’s mean-reversion rates are irrelevant for Markowitz portfolio (and have not been studied by the portfolio choice literature more broadly, with the exception of Gârleanu and Pedersen, 2013).

Fig. 2 illustrates the optimal portfolio choice with two assets. There are several differences in this illustration. First, the horizontal axis is now the allocation to asset one and the vertical axis the allocation to asset two. Second, rather than considering how the optimal portfolio evolves over time as shocks hit the economy, we consider its expected path. Third, the parameters for this two-asset case are $\gamma = 0.4$, $\rho = 0.05$, $\lambda = 2$, $\Sigma = \text{Var}(df)/dt = B = \text{diag}(1, 1)$, $\Phi = \text{diag}(0.2, 0.05)$, $f_0 = (1, 1)$, and $x_0 = (1.5, 1.5)$.

We see that the Markowitz portfolio is expected to mean-revert along a concave curve. The concavity reflects that the signal that currently predicts a high return of asset 2 is more persistent. The current aim portfolio ($aim_0$ in the figure) is an average of the current and future expected Markowitz portfolios so it lies in between the points on the solid curve. The optimal portfolio trades in the direction of the aim and it is expected to eventually approach the future Markowitz
portfolio. Intuitively, the initial trading process focuses on buying shares of asset two, which is expected to have a high return over an extended time period.

1.2. Temporary and persistent transaction costs

We modify the set-up above by adding persistent transaction costs. Specifically, the agent transacts at price \( \tilde{p}_t = p_t + D_t \), where the distortion \( D_t \) evolves according to

\[
dD_t = -RD_t \, dt + Cdx_t = -RD_t \, dt + C \tau_t \, dt,
\]

where the scalar \( R \) is the price resiliency. The agent’s objective now becomes

\[
\max_{(x_t,t) \geq t} E_t \int_t^{\infty} e^{-\rho(s-t)} \left( x_s^T \left( Bf_s - (r^f + R)D_s + C \tau_s \right) - \frac{\gamma}{2} s \Sigma s - \frac{1}{2} \tau_s^T \Lambda \tau_s \right) ds.
\]

This objective function is similar to the one from above, but it has some new terms that multiply the position \( x_t \). Indeed, since the price including the persistent distortion is \( \tilde{p}_t = p_s + D_s \), the expected excess return is now given by the expected excess return of \( p_s \), which is \( Bf_s \) as before, plus the expected excess return of \( D_s \), which is given by (15) in excess of the risk-free rate \( r^f \). It might appear odd that the agent seems to benefit from buying and pushing the price higher, but this benefit leads to a loss as the distortion \( D \) decays.

It is no longer true in general that the objective (16) is concave in \( \{\tau_t\} \), since the gain from the immediate increase in the mark-to-market value of the portfolio may exceed the loss from the (discounted) round-trip transaction costs. We therefore have to restrict attention to parameter configurations for which the objective is, indeed, concave. The fact that such configurations — with \( C \neq 0 \) — exist is ensured by Lemma 1, which provides sufficient conditions for concavity.

**Lemma 1.** The objective function (16) is concave in \( \{\tau_t\} \) if the persistent-impact matrix \( C \) is symmetric positive definite and \( \gamma \geq (\rho - r^f)\|\Sigma^{-\frac{1}{2}} C \Sigma^{-\frac{1}{2}}\| \).

The second condition roughly states that the price impact \( C \) is not too large relative to the trader’s perceived risk cost \( \gamma \Sigma \); the condition is automatically satisfied if \( \rho \leq r^f \).

We conjecture, as before, a value function that is quadratic in the endogenous state variable \((x_t, D_t)\) and the factor \( f_t \). Specifically, we write

\[
V(x, D, f) = -\frac{1}{2} x^T A_{xx} x + x^T A_{xy} D + \frac{1}{2} D^T A_{DD} D + x^T A_x(f) + D^T A_D(f) + A_{ff}(f).
\]

Under an appropriate transversality condition, the value function exists and must have this form. We now focus on the optimal trading strategy.

**Proposition 2.**

(i) The optimal trading intensity has the form

\[
\tau_t = \tilde{M}^{rate} \left( \tilde{M}_f^{aim}(f_t) + \tilde{M}_D^{aim} D_t - x_t \right)
\]
for appropriate matrices $\tilde{M}^\text{rate}$ and $\tilde{M}^\text{aim}$ and function $\tilde{M}^\text{aim}_f$ solving an ODE given in the proof.

(ii) An equivalent representation of the portion of the aim due to $f$ is

$$\tilde{M}^\text{aim}_f(f) = N_2 \int_0^\infty e^{-N_1 t} N_3 E[\text{Markowitz}_t | f_0 = f] dt$$

for matrices $N_i$ given explicitly in the appendix.

We see that the optimal portfolio choice continues to have the same intuitive characteristics as in the model with only temporary impact costs. The optimal portfolio trades toward an aim, which now depends both on the current signals and the current persistent price distortions. The current signals affect the aim through a combination of their implied current and future Markowitz portfolios.

1.3. Purely persistent costs

The set-up is as above, but now we take $\Lambda = 0$. Under this assumption, it no longer follows from the micro foundation in Section 2 that $x_t$ has to be of the form $dx_t = \tau_t dt$ for some $\tau$. Indeed, with purely persistent price-impact costs, the optimal portfolio policy can have jumps and infinite quadratic variation (i.e., “wiggle” like a Brownian motion).

The price distortion $D$ evolves as before, except that $\tau_t dt$ is replaced by $dx_t$:

$$dD_t = -RD_t dt + Cdx_t.$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

We define the objective of the trader to be

$$E_t \int_t^\infty e^{-\rho(s-t)} \left( x_s^T (Bf_s - (r^f + R)D_s) - \frac{\gamma}{2} x_s^T \Sigma x_s \right) ds$$

$$+ E_t \int_t^\infty e^{-\rho(s-t)} x_{s-} Cdx_s + \frac{1}{2} E_t \int_t^\infty e^{-\rho(s-t)} d [x, Cx]_s \ .$$

(21)

The notation $[X, Y]_t$ stands for the quadratic variation of processes $X$ and $Y$ and $d[X, Y]_t$ is the corresponding innovation, which can be interpreted as the instantaneous covariance between the two processes. This objective function is formally justified by Proposition 4 below, but here we provide some intuition. While the overall objective function appears complex, when broken down in its components, we see that each term arises naturally from the micro foundation.

The terms in the first row of (21) are as before. Also, the first term in the second row is as before, although here it is written more generally. Indeed, $x_{s-} Cdx_s = x_{s-} C\tau_s ds$ when the portfolio is continuous and of bounded variation as it was above. This term captures the mark-to-market profit on the old position due to the market impact of the new trade, as before.

The last term is new. It records the instantaneous mark-to-market gain on the just-purchased units $dx_s$. Specifically, the new trade moves the price distortion by $Cdx_s$ and we assume that the trade is executed at an average of the pre- and post-trade prices, which leads to a mark-to-market
profit of $\frac{1}{2}$ times the price move. As the price distortion eventually disappears, this short-term gain is more than reversed later.\footnote{10}

A helpful observation in this case is that making a large trade $\Delta x$ over an infinitesimal time interval has an easily described impact on the value function. Suppose that the investor decides to trade from $x$ to 0 instantaneously — thus, with $x_{t-} = x$, $dx_t = -x$ (a jump). As specified by (20), the distortion $D_t$ decreases by $Cx$. The trade also has a direct impact on the P&L flow at time $t$, via the last two terms of (21), which capture jumps. Specifically, the first of the two is $x^\top C(-x)$, while the second $\frac{1}{2}(-x)^\top C(-x)$, so that they combine for a net mark-to-market financial loss of $\frac{1}{2}x^\top Cx$ (plus a change in the value function due to the new situation). Putting all the elements together, we arrive at the conjecture

$$V(x, D, f) = V(0, D - Cx, f) - \frac{1}{2}x^\top Cx. \quad (22)$$

We prove this intuitive conjecture\footnote{11} by providing a verification argument for the optimal control and value function we propose, as part of the proof of the following result.

**Proposition 3.**

(i) A quadratic value function exists of the form (A.42) in the appendix. The optimal portfolio is given by

$$x_t = \tilde{M}_f(f_t) - \tilde{M}_D(D_{t-} - Cx_{t-}), \quad (23)$$

where the matrices $\tilde{M}_f$ and $\tilde{M}_D$ are given in the appendix in terms of solutions to algebraic Riccati equations or an appropriate ODE.

(ii) It holds that

$$\tilde{M}_f(f) = \hat{N}_0 \text{Markowitz}_0 + \hat{N}_2 \int_0^\infty e^{-\hat{N}_1 t} \hat{N}_3 \mathbb{E}[\text{Markowitz}_t | f_0 = f] \, dt \quad (24)$$

for appropriate matrices $\hat{N}_i$ given in the appendix.

We see that the optimal strategy is qualitatively different from the strategies that we derived above. Indeed, with purely persistent costs, the optimal strategy is no longer to trade toward an aim, but, rather, to choose a portfolio directly based on the current signals. Further, while the optimal portfolio continues to depend on the current and future expected Markowitz portfolios,
the current one now has a distinct impact as seen in Equation (24). These qualitative differences between the solutions to Proposition 3, respectively Propositions 1 and 2, are immediately apparent in continuous time, but harder to detect in discrete time, where they are given by the same functional form, as seen in Proposition 5 (below).

The reason for the qualitative difference is the cost of buying and immediately selling. With transitory costs, such immediate round-trip trades are costly, but with purely persistent costs, they are not — transaction costs arise from buying now and selling only later when the price pressure has diminished. As a result, with transitory costs, the trader optimally chooses a portfolio strategy that is smooth over time to limit turnover. With purely persistent costs, the trader can afford quick moves in and out of the market, but limits his typical portfolio size to limit persistent impact costs.

**Example.** Fig. 3 illustrates this result graphically. The parameters used to make the figure are $\Phi = 0.5$, $\Sigma = 1$, $\text{Var}(df_t)/dt = 1$, $\gamma = 0.5$, $\rho = 0.05$, $\lambda = 0.05$, $B = 1$, $x_0 = 0$, $f_0 = 1$, $D_0 = 0$, $R = 0.2$, $C = 2$, $r^f = 0$.

We see that the optimal portfolio varies significantly even over short time periods, that is, it has positive quadratic variation. The optimal portfolio follows the Markowitz portfolio, but moderates the position to economize on persistent transaction costs.

2. Foundation for continuous trading

We next turn to the discrete-time foundation for our continuous-time model. Considering the discrete-time foundation is important for two reasons. First, in reality, most traders update their orders at discrete times, but the trading frequency has increased over time. A decade or two ago, most traders updated their positions only monthly or annually, but gradually institutional investors started updating their positions daily, then several times intraday, and by now many investors trade throughout the day. We show how increasingly frequent trading converges to continuous trading.
Second, we need a mathematical foundation for the continuous-time model of Section 1. As noted in that section, we need to resolve a number of issues such as: What is the trading cost of trading smoothly vs. with quadratic variation? What is cost of changing the position via a “jump”? How should the mark-to-market profit/loss be handled when trading has persistent market impact? Said differently, what is the correct specification of the objective function in continuous time? These issues cannot be resolved by starting directly in continuous time, but must be understood by starting in discrete time and then taking the limit.

To accomplish these objectives, Section 2.1 first lays out the discrete-time model for any horizon $\Delta t$. Then we show in Section 2.2 how the objective function converges as $\Delta t \to 0$, thus providing a foundation for the continuous-time model studied above. Lastly, Section 2.3 provides the optimal discrete-time trading strategy and shows how it evolves as the trading frequency increases.

2.1. Model of trading in discrete time

We start by presenting a model of discrete-time trading. Securities are now traded at dates indexed by $n \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\}$, corresponding to calendar times $0, \Delta t, 2\Delta t, \ldots$, where $\Delta t$ is the length of the time periods. We will actually abuse notation somewhat by indexing the same variable in two different ways: when we use the letter $n$ in the index, then we are referring to the counting index giving the number of periods of length $\Delta t$ — thus calendar time $n \Delta t$ — while when we use the letters $t$ or $s$ we are referring to calendar time.

The $S$ securities’ price changes between times $n$ and $n+1$ in excess of the risk-free return, $p_{n+1} - e^{r \Delta t} p_n$, are collected in an $S \times 1$ vector $r_{n+1}$. We could let $p_n$ be given by the continuous-time model, sampled on the time grid $0, \Delta t, \ldots$. For simplicity of exposition, though, we drop terms of higher order in $\Delta t$ from the dynamics of the random variables. Thus, excess returns, which are predicted by the factors $f_n$, evolve according to

$$r_{n+1} = B f_n \Delta t + u_{n+1},$$

where $u_{t+1}$ is the unpredictable zero-mean noise term with variance $\text{var}_n(u_{n+1}) = \Sigma \Delta t$. The return-predicting factor $f_n$ is known to the investor at date $n$ and it evolves according to

$$\Delta f_{n+1} = -\Phi f_n \Delta t + \epsilon_{n+1},$$

where $\Delta f_{n+1} = f_{n+1} - f_n$ is the change in the factors, $\Phi$ is the matrix of mean-reversion coefficients, and $\epsilon_{n+1}$ is the factor shock with variance $\text{var}_t(\epsilon_{n+1}) = \Omega \Delta t$. (We note that we have imposed Assumption A1 to simplify the dynamics of $f$, but this is just for ease of exposition as our results extend more generally.)

An investor in the economy faces transaction costs. The transitory transaction cost ($TC$) associated with trading $\Delta x_n = x_n - x_{n-1}$ shares is given by

$$TC(\Delta x_n) = \frac{1}{2} \Delta x_n^T \Lambda(\Delta t) \Delta x_n,$$

where $\Lambda(\Delta t)$ is the matrix of transitory market impact costs. The literature does not offer guidance for how $\Lambda(\Delta t)$ depends on $\Delta t$. To address this issue, Section 3.2 provides this dependence of transaction costs on $\Delta t$ in a model of endogenous dealer behavior, but for now we consider a general $\Lambda(\Delta t)$ function.

To handle persistent transaction costs, we proceed as follows. The “reference price” $p_n$ is distorted by a persistent market impact, giving rise to an observed price.
\[ \bar{p}_n = p_n + D_n. \] (28)

Hence, the price \( \bar{p}_t \) is the sum of the price \( p_t \) without the persistent effect of the investor’s own trading (as before) and the new “distortion” term \( D_t \), which captures the accumulated price distortion due to the investor’s (previous) trades.

As a consequence, the investor incurs the cost associated with the persistent price distortion \( D_t \) in addition to the temporary trading cost \( TC \) discussed above. Trading an amount \( \Delta x_t \) pushes prices by \( C \Delta x_t \) such that the price distortion becomes \( D_t + C \Delta x_t \), where \( C(\Delta t) \) is Kyle’s lambda for persistent price moves. Further, the price distortion mean reverts at a speed (or “resilience”) \( R(\Delta t) \). Section 3.2 studies how persistent price impact arises in an economic model of inventory risk, showing that, to the leading term, \( C \) does not depend on \( \Delta t \) and \( R(\Delta t) = R \Delta t \), for constants \( C \) and \( R \) (with the usual abuse of notation). Given the persistent price impact and resilience, the price distortion at the following date \( (n + 1) \) is

\[ D_{n+1} = (I - R \Delta t) (D_n + C \Delta x_n). \] (29)

The investor’s objective is derived as follows. We start by noting that, within time \( t \), the investor realizes a mark-to-market profit on the beginning-of-period position \( x_{n-1} \) of

\[ \Delta x_{n-1}^T C \Delta x_n. \] (30)

The newly-purchased shares trade at the average price \( D_n + \frac{1}{2} C \Delta x_n \), so they also experience a mark-to-market gain at the end of the period, namely

\[ \frac{1}{2} \Delta x_n^T C \Delta x_n. \] (31)

Even though the new shares are purchased at the average price and are marked at the post-trade price, the persistent impact ends up being a cost because the price is expected to mean-revert toward the pre-trade price. However, if shares are bought and immediately sold (before this mean reversion happens), then the persistent impact cost is zero (because both the buys and sells happen at the average price) — the cost would be only the transitory impact cost captured by \( \Lambda \). Hence, the assumption of execution at the average price provides a nice way to separate transitory and persistent costs.

Finally, between \( n \) and \( n + 1 \), the entire position \( x_n \) experiences an expected gain per share

\[
E_n[\bar{p}_{n+1}] - (1 + r \Delta t)(\bar{p}_n + C \Delta x_n) = Bf_n \Delta t + E_n[D_{n+1}] - (1 + r \Delta t)(D_n + C \Delta x_n) \\
= Bf_n \Delta t - (R + r \Delta t)(D_n + C \Delta x_n) \Delta t. \] (32)

Putting all these pieces together, we obtain the investor’s objective function. Specifically, the investor seeks to choose the dynamic trading strategy \((x_0, x_1, \ldots)\) to maximize the present value of all future expected excess returns, penalized for risks and trading costs:

\[
E_0 \left[ \sum_{n} \left( 1 - \rho \Delta t \right)^{f+1} \left( x_n^T \left[ Bf_n - (R + r \Delta t) (D_n + C \Delta x_n) \right] \Delta t - \frac{\gamma}{2} x_n^T \Sigma x_n \Delta t \right) \right]
\]

\[
+ \left( 1 - \rho \Delta t \right)^f \left( -\frac{1}{2} \Delta x_n^T \Lambda \Delta x_n + x_{n-1}^T C \Delta x_n + \frac{1}{2} \Delta x_n^T C \Delta x_n \right), \] (33)

where the discount rate is \( \rho \Delta t \) with \( \rho \in (0, 1) \), and \( \gamma \) is the risk-aversion coefficient (which naturally does not depend on \( \Delta t \)).

We note that, in discrete time, there is no need to distinguish the case of pure persistent costs — it provides a qualitatively different solution only in continuous time.
2.2. Convergence of objective: understanding continuous markets

We now consider what happens to the objective function as the time horizon $\Delta t$ approaches zero or, equivalently, as the trading frequency rises. The answer depends on the nature of the transitory transaction costs, $\Lambda(\Delta t)$:

**Proposition 4.**

(i) If $\Lambda(\Delta t) \to \infty$ as $\Delta t \to 0$ and $\Lambda(\Delta t) \Delta t$ has a finite limit, which we also denote by $\Lambda$, then the objective function (33) converges to the continuous-time objective (16) with transitory-cost parameter $\Lambda$ and persistent transaction costs $C$. Specifically, for any continuous-time strategy $x_t$ and the discretely sampled counterparts $x_t^{(\Delta t)}$, the objective (33) tends to (16) for any strategy $x_t$ satisfying $dx_t = \tau_t dt$, and for all other strategies the limit objective equals negative infinity.

(ii) If $\Lambda(\Delta t) \to 0$ as $\Delta t \to 0$ then, for any continuous-time strategy $x_t$, the objective (33) evaluated at the discretely-sampled $x_t^{(\Delta t)}$ tends to the continuous-time objective (21) with purely persistent costs.

(iii) If $\Lambda(\Delta t) \to \Lambda$ for a constant $\Lambda \neq 0$, then the conclusion of part (ii) holds, except that the objective is augmented with the term $-\frac{1}{2} E_t \int_t^\infty e^{-\rho(s-t)} d \{x, \Delta x\}_s$.

Parts (i) and (ii) of the proposition establish that, for small $\Delta t$, the discrete-time model is fundamentally the same as one of the two continuous-time models introduced in Section 1.2, respectively Section 1.3. This result provides a foundation for the continuous-time model, which is not self-evident given the intricacies of handling transaction costs in continuous time.

The micro-founding model of Section 3.2 yields as natural outcomes $\Lambda(\Delta t) \equiv \frac{\Lambda}{\Delta t}$, covered by part (i) of the proposition, and $\Lambda(\Delta t) \equiv \Lambda \Delta t$, covered by part (ii). We concentrate on these cases for the rest of the analysis, in particular the convergence of the optimal trading strategies given in Proposition 6.

For the sake of completeness, though, let us make a brief remark about case (iii) in the proposition. Under the conditions of this case, the trader faces no transitory costs in the continuous-time limit, but quadratic-variation trades are costly. As a consequence, the trader prefers to trade with arbitrarily high intensity, but zero quadratic variation; in doing so, her utility approaches the one achieved in case (ii) — pure persistent costs — but can only come arbitrarily close, rather than equal it. Strictly speaking, therefore, the trader’s problem does not have a solution in this case. That said, a “smooth version” of the solution in case (ii) also provides an approximate solution in case (iii). Hence, our continuous-time solutions in Sections 1.2–1.3 provide the solutions for the two cases where solutions exist and an approximate solution when none exists.\(^\text{12}\)

2.3. Optimal trading at higher and higher frequency

To solve the optimal trading strategy in discrete time, we consider the value function $V$, which is quadratic in the state variable $(x_{t-1}, y_t) \equiv (x_{t-1}, f_t, D_t)$:

\(^{12}\) Similarly, if we are in case (i) and $\Lambda(\Delta t) \Delta t$ tends to zero (rather than having a limit greater than zero), then there is also no solution since quadratic variation trades are infinitely costly, but can be approached by bounded variation strategies. (As mentioned before, however, this case is not what our microfoundation generates.)
\[ V(x, y) = -\frac{1}{2} x^\top A_{xx} x + x^\top A_{xy} y + \frac{1}{2} y^\top A_{yy} y + A_0. \]

Based on quadratic programming methods, we see that there exists a unique solution to the Bellman equation and the following proposition characterizes the optimal portfolio strategy.

**Proposition 5.** The optimal portfolio \( x_t \) is

\[ \Delta x_t = M^{rate}(\Delta t) \left( M^{aim}(\Delta t) y_t - x_{t-1} \right), \tag{34} \]

which tracks an aim portfolio, \( M^{aim}(\Delta t) y_t \), that depends on the return-predicting factors and the price distortion, \( y_t = (f_t, D_t) \). The coefficient matrices \( M^{rate}(\Delta t) \) and \( M^{aim}(\Delta t) \), which depend on the length \( \Delta t \) of the time periods, are stated in the appendix.

We see that the optimal trading strategy bears close resemblance to the optimal continuous-time trading strategy with transitory costs in Proposition 2, but no obvious connection to the optimal strategy with purely persistent costs in Proposition 3. Nevertheless, the optimal strategy converges to either one, depending on the limiting properties of transitory trading costs:

**Proposition 6.**

(i) If \( \Lambda(\Delta t) \Delta t \to \Lambda > 0 \) as \( \Delta t \to 0 \), then the optimal discrete-time trading strategy from Proposition 5 tends to the continuous-time solution from Proposition 2. In particular, the continuous-time matrix coefficients \( \bar{M}^{rate} \) and \( \bar{M}^{aim} \equiv (\bar{M}^{aim}_f, \bar{M}^{aim}_D) \) are the limits of the discrete-time coefficients \( M^{rate}(\Delta t \) and \( M^{aim}(\Delta t) \) as follows:

\[ \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{M^{rate}(\Delta t)}{\Delta t} = \bar{M}^{rate}; \tag{35} \]

\[ \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} M^{aim}(\Delta t) = \bar{M}^{aim}. \tag{36} \]

(ii) If \( \Lambda(\Delta t) \) goes to zero with \( \Delta t \), then, for the optimal discrete-time trading strategy converges to the continuous-time strategy described in Proposition 3.

A key observation is that the limit model, and consequently the qualitative properties of the optimal strategy, are different depending on the behavior of the function \( \Lambda(\Delta t) \) as \( \Delta t \) vanishes, and thus on the nature of the liquidity provision by the intermediaries as discussed in Section 3. Specifically, in case (i), transitory transaction costs persist at high frequencies, leading to smooth optimal trading obtains in the limit. In case (ii) on the other hand, there are no transitory costs in the limit and the optimal trading eventually becomes very “jagged” with non-zero quadratic variation.

**Example.** This convergence result is illustrated in Fig. 4. The figure plots the optimal position in discrete time when \( \Delta t = 1 \) and \( \Delta t = 0.25 \) and in continuous time.

The continuous-time parameters are \( \Phi = 0.5, \Sigma = 1, f_0 = 1, \text{Var}(df_t)/dt = 1, \gamma = 0.5, \rho = 0.05, x_0 = 0, \lambda = 0.05, B = 1 \), and the discrete-time parameters are chosen consistently under case (i) in Proposition 6. Also, the outcome of the random shocks are chosen consistently in the sense that the discrete-time models use the discretized versions of the shocks to the return-predicting signals \( f_t \).
Fig. 4. Convergence of discrete time to continuous time. The dash-dotted step-function shows the optimal portfolio over time when the trader can trade once per time unit, say once per month. The solid step-function shows the optimal portfolio when the trader can trade 4 times per month. Naturally, the portfolio has a similar shape, but now the portfolio has shorter periods with a constant portfolio, that is, the flat line segments are 4 times shorter. Lastly, the smooth curve shows the optimal portfolio with continuous trading. We see the portfolios with discrete trading get closer and closer to the one with continuous trading as the trading frequency rises.

Fig. 4 illustrates how discrete-time trading corresponds to a step-function for the portfolio. As the trading frequency increases, the step function becomes smoother and, in the limit, converges to the continuous-time solution as shown.

3. High-frequency transaction costs

We have seen that, to understand the nature of continuous trading, we need to be able to evaluate transaction costs of high-frequency trading strategies. Said differently, we need to know how each model parameter depends on $\Delta t$. For the statistical-distribution parameters, the dependence on $\Delta t$ is standard from the literature on discretizing continuous-time models, of course. For instance, the variance of a shock is linear in $\Delta t$, and so on. The one set of parameters where the literature does not offer guidance as to their dependence on $\Delta t$ concerns the transaction cost.

We address these issues by considering the economics of transaction costs in two ways. First, Section 3.1 describes how real-world markets work via some actual empirical examples, and discusses how our model seeks to describe the real world in a stylized way.

Second, Section 3.2 lays out a stylized inventory-based model to understand the economics of how transaction costs depend on time frequencies. This micro foundation is based on a standard model of market makers in the spirit of the large literature that follows Grossman and Miller (1988). The central ingredients in this framework are as follows. First, market makers are competitive. In the real world, market making is indeed a competitive business. Numerous firms compete to profit from providing liquidity, including a number of investment banks, market making firms like Getco LLC and Citadel, high-frequency traders, hedge funds, and many others. A second assumption is that market makers intermediate between end users who are not always available in the market. Again, it is a standard assumption that markets are “thin” in the sense that not all buyers and sellers arrive to the market at the same time, which provides a role for intermediation. A third important assumption is that market makers are risk averse and therefore focus on their inventory. This behavior is well documented in the literature, and we follow the inventory-based models by abstracting from adverse-selection issues. Regarding the specific form of risk aversion, we assume that market makers have mean-variance preferences. This assumption simplifies
the analysis, but is not essential, as we are concerned with the dependence of transaction costs on $\Delta t$ and our results continue to hold, for instance, under standard constant-absolute-risk-aversion preferences paired with normal shocks. In summary, our micro foundation of transaction costs is based on realistic assumptions that are standard in the literature. What we add is to derive its implications for the dependence of transaction costs on the length of the trading intervals.

3.1. Real-world transaction costs and trading

To relate our model more directly to real-world trading, we consider here the example of trading in an electronic limit order book. This form of trading dominates most modern markets such as those for individual equities, equity index futures, currencies, commodity futures, bond futures, and increasingly other markets as well. In such markets, market participants can post buy and sell orders that are listed in the limit order book, which is simply the list of orders that are yet to be executed. Orders to buy at a given price are called bids and orders to sell at a given price are called asks (or offers).

The top left panel of Fig. 5 shows an example of a real-world limit order book. In particular, the figure shows the 20 best “bids” (the bars pointing left) and the 20 best “asks” (the bars pointing right) for an arbitrary liquid stock at an arbitrary time, namely IBM on 1/28/2015 at 09:55 AM (a large stock listed on New York Stock Exchange). A market participant arriving at the market at this time has several choices: He can “hit” some of the displayed orders or post his own limit order. Starting with the first option, suppose that a trader wants to buy immediately. Then he can hit the ask with the lowest price, trading up to 200 shares (the width of the lowest bar going to the right) at the price of 154.09. If he wants to buy more shares than that, he can buy another 400 shares at 154.10 (the second-best ask), and so on.

The top right panel of Fig. 5 shows the marginal prices that the trader must pay as a function of the order size. The step function to the right of zero shows the increasing prices for larger and larger buy orders, starting at 154.09, then 154.10 as described above. If the trader wants to sell, then we label his orders as having a negative order size (following standard conventions), giving rise to the step function to the left of zero. In this case, he must hit the bids at lower and lower prices as his order gets larger in magnitude (i.e., more and more negative).

The average price that the trader must pay is naturally the weighted average of the marginal prices, displayed in the bottom left panel of Fig. 5. The average price is relatively smooth, in contrast to the step function seen in the marginal price. Also, the average price is close to linear, except that there is a discontinuity around zero (no trade) due to the so-called “bid–ask spread.” The bid–ask spread is the distance between the best bid at 154.02 and the best ask at 154.09, in this case of 7 cents. The bid–ask spread measures the cost of buying and immediately selling a small number of shares, say 1 share. The “half-spread” (i.e., the bid–ask spread divided by two) can be considered the cost of simply buying 1 share as it is the difference between the ask price and the “mid quote,” which is the average of the best bid and the best ask, here at 154.055.

Lastly, the bottom right panel of Fig. 5 shows the total transaction cost as a function of the order size. The total transaction cost is the order size multiplied by the difference between the average execution price and the mid quote. Given an order size of 1, the total transaction cost is the half-spread, but the transaction cost increases more than proportionally with the order size since larger orders move the price, giving rise to the approximately quadratic curve segments.

Recall that so far we have only discussed the trader’s ability to hit existing orders (using so-called “market orders” or “marketable limit orders”). Hence, the depicted measure of total
transaction costs refer to immediate execution. However, another possibility is that the trader posts a non-marketable limit order, that is, a limit order that will not be immediately executed because it does not hit an existing order. For instance, the trader could post a limit order to buy at 154.06, which would become the new best ask. In this case, the trader hopes that another investor will hit the order, allowing him to buy at his posted price.

Next, let’s see how this real-world example corresponds to our model, which is illustrated in Fig. 6. The key element of the model is the total transaction cost, which is illustrated in the bottom right panel. Clearly, the total transaction cost is quadratic in order size $\Delta x$, that is, $TC(\Delta x) = \frac{1}{2} \Lambda (\Delta x)^2$.

To achieve this quadratic total cost, the average execution price must be linear in the order size as seen in the bottom left panel. More specifically, average price($\Delta x$) = mid quote + $\frac{1}{2} \Lambda \Delta x$ and this linear price impact recovers the quadratic transaction cost,

\[ TC(\Delta x) = \Delta x (\text{average price}(\Delta x) - \text{mid quote}) = \frac{1}{2} \Lambda (\Delta x)^2. \]
Fig. 6. **Transaction costs in our model.** The top left panel illustrates that, if our model is interpreted as a limit order book, then the limit order book has constant depth and an arbitrarily small bid–ask spread. As a result, the marginal execution price is linear in the order size (top right plot). Also, the average execution price is linear, though with half the slope (bottom left plot). The total transaction cost (bottom right panel) is quadratic in the order size as it is the order size multiplied by the difference between the average execution price and the mid quote.

This average cost structure means that the marginal execution prices must also be linear in the order size as seen in the top right panel of Fig. 6. The slope of the marginal price function must be double that of the average price, namely $\Lambda$.

Lastly, to achieve this marginal price schedule in a limit order book, the top left panel shows what the limit order book could look like in our model. We see that the envisioned limit order book has constant depth and consists of many little limit orders at each price point (more precisely, we consider the whole continuum of prices).

The real-world depicted in Fig. 5 and the model depicted in Fig. 6 share many similarities, but there are also differences. First, the real-world limit order book is more “noisy” and the marginal price is a step function. In contrast, the model has a limit order book of constant depth with finely sliced limit orders that lead to marginal prices that form a straight line. These differences are not important, however, as ultimately the average prices are close to straight lines in either case.

A potentially more important difference is that the real-world average price is discontinuous at zero due to the bid–ask spread, while the model has a zero bid–ask spread and an average price which is continuous at zero. As a result of this difference, the model-implied total transaction cost is quadratic with a slope of zero at zero, whereas the real-world total transaction cost appears well
approximated by two quadratic curves for, respectively, buy and sell orders with a kink where they meet at zero (because neither has a zero absolute slope at zero).

However, this difference between the real world and the model may not be as significant as it appears. Remember that the trader has the option to post his own limit orders. In the way that we envisioned the model-implied limit order book, the trader has no need to post non-marketable limit orders since the bid–ask spread is zero (there is no room for non-marketable orders), but real-world traders who know that they want to trade in a certain direction often find it worthwhile to post limit orders and wait to have them executed. By posting a limit order to buy below the mid quote, the trader can hope to trade at a negative cost, but execution may be delayed, never happen, or be subject to adverse selection. By posting a small limit order at the midquote, the trader is likely to have the order executed at essentially zero cost in a very liquid market. Larger orders may need to be posted at worse prices above the midquote and be broken up over time. Further, in the real world there may be hidden orders that are hit when the trader submits his order and there could be latent orders in the sense that other market participants could be waiting in the wings, ready to hit a new limit order between the best bid and best ask.

Also, the trader may be able to execute at or near the mid quote by using so-called “dark pools,” crossing networks, or by accessing other sources of liquidity. Going into the details of these real-world market structures is beyond the scope of the paper, but it suffices to say that the real world may be closer to the model than what is seen from assuming that the trader must be “walking” the visible part of the limit order book, that is, mechanically hitting the visible orders, one by one.

As one way to make this point explicitly, we could envision the model-implied limit order book in a different way that would correspond more closely to the data: Suppose that the limit order book looks as in the top left panel of Fig. 6, except that there is a strictly positive bid–ask spread in that there is some space between the bid and ask orders. Suppose further that small limit orders posted inside the bid–ask spread are immediately hit by latent orders, such that the resulting marginal pricing scheme remains as in top right panel of Fig. 6. In this case, the economic situation remains exactly as in the model, but an empiricist who only observes the orders posted in the limit order book (not the latent orders), would conclude that there is a difference.

In summary, the model matches a number of features of the real world, but it is clearly not perfect. The quadratic total transaction cost makes the model highly tractable while the notion of linear market impact may not be unrealistic, the implied vanishing cost of a very small order may not be completely realistic. Nevertheless, the model-implied optimal trading pattern captures how some institutional investors are now often trading. As the model implies, many real-world traders are trading continuously throughout the day.

Fig. 7 shows the position of a real-world asset manager over three arbitrary days in 2015, trading an arbitrary liquid futures contract in an electronic limit order book. The figure plots the minute-by-minute positions, which continuously evolve throughout each day, reflecting continuous trading. The smoothness of the curve is not due to interpolation as the data are unsmoothed and the minute-by-minute data frequency is so high that the graph looks the same whether we plot each data point as a dot or connect the dots with a line. Further, the position is measured in contracts (not dollars) so it evolves only due to trading (not due to price changes). While our model of quadratic transaction costs implies such continuous trading, models of constant or linear transaction costs imply no-trade regions and only intermittent trading. Hence, the real-world continuous trading is consistent with the qualitative insights of our model (but it is of course not a proof of the realism of the details of the model).
3.2. Micro model of transaction costs: modeling the cost of high-frequency trading

We next consider the economic foundation for quadratic transaction costs and, importantly, how transaction costs depend on trading frequency and evolve in the limit as the trading frequency increases. The model is stylized, but captures the notion that transaction costs arise due to the risk faced by intermediaries who hold inventories as counterparties access markets at different times. Inventory risk is one of the important risks faced by intermediaries who provide liquidity for instance in a limit-order book as discussed above. (Another risk is adverse selection, from which we abstract, following Grossman and Miller, 1988 and the rest of the inventory-based intermediation literature.) The micro model is general and may also capture the economics of an over the counter market or other market structures — our focus is on how trading costs depend on trading frequencies.

Transitory transaction costs. To obtain a temporary price impact of trades endogenously, we consider an economy populated by three types of investors: (i) the trader whose optimization problem we study in the paper, referred throughout this section as “the trader,” (ii) “market makers,” who act as intermediaries, and (iii) “end users,” on whom market makers eventually unload their positions as described below.

The temporary price impact arises as compensation for market makers’ inventory risk as follows. There are a continuum of competitive market makers of mass one indexed by the set $[0, h]$, and they arrive for the first time at the market at a time equal to their index. The market operates only at discrete times $\Delta t$ apart, and the market makers trade at the first trading opportunity. Hence, there are $h/\Delta t$ types of market makers that trade a successive time periods.

Once they trade — say, at time $t$ — market makers must spend $h$ units of time gaining access to end users. At time $t + h$, therefore, they can trade with end users at an exogenous price $p_{t+h}$, which corresponds to the fundamental price in Section 2.1 with associated return given

\[ \frac{h}{\Delta t} \] is an integer.
by equation (25). After trading with end users, the market makers rejoin the market. It follows that at each market trading date there is always a mass $\Delta t / h$ of competing market makers that clear the market.

The price $\hat{p}_t$ at which the trader buys from the market makers is determined as follows. For any price $\hat{p}_t$, the market maker determines their optimal position $q_t$, and then the market-clearing $\hat{p}_t$ is the price that ensures that the total position of the $\Delta t / h$ market makers balances the trader’s trade, $q(\hat{p}_t) \Delta t / h + \Delta x_t = 0$. Market makers’ supply/demand schedule $q(\hat{p}_t)$ arises to maximize their quadratic utility:

$$q(\hat{p}_t) = \arg \max_q \left\{ \hat{E}_t \left[ q^T (p_{t+h} - e^{f_h} \hat{p}_t) \right] - \frac{\gamma^M}{2} \text{Var}_t \left[ q^T (p_{t+h} - e^{f_h} \hat{p}_t) \right] \right\},$$

where $\gamma^M$ is each market maker’s risk aversion and the symbol $\hat{E}$ denotes expectations under the market makers’ beliefs. For simplicity we specify the market makers’ beliefs $\hat{E}$ about future trade prices $p$ by assuming that market makers do not think that returns are predictable (that is, they may observe $f$, but they believe that $B = 0$). This assumption is not central; the main point is that the price impact $\hat{p}_t - p_t$ gives market makers an incentive to change their position from whatever position they would otherwise have taken — for simplicity, we essentially assume that the alternative position is zero (i.e., market makers only intermediate).

Hence, maximizing the objective (37) for a given $\hat{p}$ gives a market-maker demand of

$$q(\hat{p}_t) \cong (\gamma^M h \Sigma)^{-1} (p_t - \hat{p}_t),$$

where $h \Sigma$ is the price variance over the time period (we perform the formal calculations in the appendix, but here we can provide an intuitive reasoning). Imposing the market-clearing condition $q(\hat{p}_t) \Delta t / h + \Delta x_t = 0$ yields the trader’s execution price $\hat{p}$ and the market impact

$$\hat{p}_t - p_t \cong \frac{\gamma^M h^2 \Sigma}{\Delta t} \Delta x_t.$$  

Hence, the total market-impact cost of the $\Delta x_t$ shares is approximately $\Delta x_t^T \frac{\gamma^M h^2 \Sigma}{\Delta t} \Delta x_t$, corresponding to a quadratic transaction cost function with parameter $\Lambda(\Delta t) \cong \frac{2\gamma^M h^2 \Sigma}{\Delta t}$.

This intuitive calculation shows how transaction costs depend on the trading intervals $\Delta t$, but, before we can state the result formally, we note that the time $h$ market makers must hold their position could also depend on the trading frequency $\Delta t$. Two cases suggest themselves naturally: (i) a constant $h$, meaning that market makers need a fixed amount of time to lay off a position regardless of the trading frequency, and (ii) $h$ decreasing in $\Delta t$ because a lower $\Delta t$ is thought of as an improvement in the trading technology (or in the attention of market participants) — in its simplest form, $h = \Delta t$.

**Proposition 7.** Under the model described above, the trader faces quadratic transitory transaction costs $\frac{1}{2} \Delta x_t^T \Lambda(\Delta t) \Delta x_t$.

(i) If dealers need a fixed amount of calendar time to lay off their inventory, i.e., $h$ does not depend on $\Delta t$, then the transitory market-impact satisfies $\Lambda(\Delta t) \Delta t \rightarrow \Lambda$, where the limit parameter is strictly positive: $\Lambda \neq 0$.

(ii) If dealers can lay off their inventory during each time period, i.e., $h = \Delta t$, then the transitory market-impact parameter converges to zero: $\Lambda(\Delta t) \rightarrow 0$.

We see that the endogenous trading costs give rise to two cases that correspond exactly to the two cases considered in Propositions 4 and 6 and we have come full circle. To summarize,
in each case (i) or (ii), transaction costs have a micro foundation, and the trader faces a linear average price \( \hat{p} \) as a function of the traded position \( \Delta x_t \) and a quadratic transaction cost (just as in the bottom panels of Fig. 6). Further, in both cases the objective function has a continuous-time limit, the model can be solved in discrete or continuous time, and the discrete-time solutions converge to their continuous-time counterparts. Case (i) corresponds to a constant holding period for market makers, whereas case (ii) corresponds to market makers having vanishing holding periods as trading frequencies rise.

The proposition also shows how transaction costs depend on the time scale. In case (i), the transitory market-impact cost scales inversely with the trading intervals, \( \Lambda(\Delta t) \propto \Lambda/\Delta t \) while, in case (ii), the impact cost is proportional to the trading interval, \( \Lambda(\Delta t) \propto \Lambda \Delta t \).

While \( \Lambda(\Delta t) \) varies with \( \Delta t \) in both cases, we note that transaction costs are “stable” in case (i) in the following sense: Say that the trader buys 10,000 shares over 5 hours at a constant number of shares per time interval. Then the transaction cost per calendar time unit — and the total transaction cost over the entire 5-hour period — is the same for all \( \Delta t \) (to the first order). This is a natural conclusion since the economics of the situation are the same regardless of the specific modeling choice of \( \Delta t \). Indeed, the trader behaves essentially the same regardless of whether \( \Delta t \) is a minute or a second or a millisecond.

**Persistent transaction costs.** We model persistent price impact costs similarly, but with a different specification of the market makers. Consider therefore the same model as in the previous section, but suppose now that market makers do not hold their inventories for a deterministic number \( h \) of time units, but rather manage to deplete them at a constant rate \( \psi_t \), through trade with end users at price \( p \).

Since market makers are now long lived, they must have expectations over future trades \( \Delta x_{t+k \Delta t} \). For simplicity, we assume that market makers cannot predict \( \Delta x_{t+k \Delta t} \) (e.g., because these trades are hidden among many other trades) so that, at time \( t \), they face the following conditional moments for \( k > 0 ):

\[
\hat{E}_t \left[ \Delta x_{t+k \Delta t} \right] = 0
\]

\[
\hat{E}_t \left[ \Delta x_{t+k \Delta t}^\top \Delta x_{t+k \Delta t} \right] = v.
\]

Furthermore, for technical reasons that we discuss in detail in Remark 1 of the appendix, we assume that each unit of the asset is traded at its marginal price so that the market makers do not make any utility gains. Remark 1 makes it clear that dispensing with the assumption has a very limited impact on the results.

We use the symbol \( I_t \) to denote the market maker’s inventory at any time \( t \), after all trades at \( t \). Between two trading dates with the trader, this inventory evolves according to

\[
\Delta I_t = -\psi_t I_{t-\Delta t} \Delta t + q_t.
\]

Here, the first part of the inventory change reflects that the market makers reduce their inventory through trades with end users. The second part reflects new liquidity-providing trades with the trader. In equilibrium, market makers buy what the trader sells and vice versa, \( q_t = -\Delta x_t \).

The market makers continue to maximize a quadratic objective:

\[
\max_{\{q_t\}_{s=t+N\Delta t}} \left\{ \hat{E}_t \sum_{s=t+N\Delta t} e^{-r/(s-t)} \left( \psi I_{s-\Delta t} \Delta t p_s - q_s^\top p_s - \frac{\gamma^M}{2} I_{s-\Delta t} \text{Var}_{s-\Delta t} \left( r_s \right) I_{s-\Delta t} \right) \right\}.
\]
which depends positively on the expected cash flows due to future trades with the end users \( (\psi \Delta_t \Delta t \hat{p}_s) \) at the exogenous price \( p \), similarly for trades with the trader \( (-q_x^x \hat{p}_s) \) at the endogenous price \( \hat{p} \), and negatively on the inventory risk.

We seek to determine the endogenous transaction price between the trader and market makers, \( \hat{p}_t = p_t + D_t \), that clears the market. The key to the results we are pursuing is that the market makers charge the trader for the contribution of his trade to an inventory that is expected to diminish only gradually (exponentially). The gradual depletion of the inventory translates into a price distortion that also decays, at the same rate. The refreshment of the inventory due to the trader’s trade \( \Delta x_T \), naturally gives rise to an innovation to the distortion.

We summarize the implications for the specification of the price impact faced by the trader in the following proposition, which also shows how transaction cost parameters depend on the trading interval.

**Proposition 8.** Under the gradual-decay-inventory model, the trader transacts at prices given by (28) and (29), where the resiliency parameter \( R \) is of the form \( R(\Delta t) = R \Delta t \), while the persistent market impact \( C \) does not depend on \( \Delta t \) to the leading order as \( \Delta t \to 0 \).

**Transitory and persistent transaction costs.** The two types of price impact can obtain simultaneously in this model, so that we can have both kinds of transaction costs and consider their separate or simultaneous convergence to continuous time using Propositions 7–8. As one way to see this, we can consider an economy populated by the trader and two kinds of intermediaries, say high-frequency traders (HFTs) and hedge funds. The trader transacts with the HFTs and, after a period of length \( h \), the HFTs clear their inventories with the hedge funds, who specialize in holding the inventory over a longer time period and gradually trading out of it as end users arrive over time. The hedge funds deplete their inventories only gradually (at a constant rate, as above), giving rise to a persistent impact. The trader must compensate both groups of market makers for the risk taken, resulting in the two price-impact components. Indeed, this hot-potato framework for market making, as it is sometimes called, under our assumptions gives rise to exactly the model with transitory and persistent price impact that we use above. In the interest of space, we describe the environment precisely and prove the formal result in the appendix.

4. *Equilibrium Implications*

In this section, we study how transaction costs and supply/demand pressure can affect security prices and returns in equilibrium. More specifically, we consider a situation in which an investor facing transaction costs absorbs the residual supply from a group of “noise traders” and analyze the relationship implied between the characteristics of the supply dynamics and the excess return.

We consider a model set in continuous time, as detailed in Section 1.1, featuring one security, but now we wish to determine the price \( p \) endogenously. There exist \( L \geq 1 \) groups of noise traders, where group \( l \) holds the (exogenously given) portfolio \( z_l^t \). As in the literature following Kyle (1985), these noise traders are interpreted as investors with various hedging demands or other liquidity reasons to trade. The noise traders positions are mean reverting around a stochastic mean \( df_{l}^{t} \):

\[\frac{R(\Delta t)}{\Delta t} \to R \text{ and } C(\Delta t) \to C \text{ as } \Delta t \to 0.\]
Interestingly, portfolio
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The only other investors in the economy are the investors considered in Section 1.1, facing transaction costs given by $\Lambda = \lambda \Sigma =: \lambda \sigma^2$.

In this simple context, an equilibrium is defined as a price process and market-clearing asset holdings that are optimal for all agents given the price process. Since the noise traders’ positions are optimal by assumption as specified by (43)–(44), the restriction imposed by equilibrium is that the dynamics of the price are such that, for all $t$, the trader wants to take a position

$$x_t = -z_t$$

which is the opposite of the aggregate noise-trader holding, $z_t \equiv \sum_i z_i^t$.

To achieve this equilibrium, the trader must have an incentive to buy what the noise traders are selling and, therefore, we conjecture that returns are driven by the vector of factors given by $f \equiv (f^1, ..., f^L, z)$. This factor $f$ has the right structure since it contains all information about the noise traders’ aggregate position and future dynamics, and it satisfies the Markovian structure (2) as in our baseline model. To solve the equilibrium, we also need to determine how this factor affects expected returns, more specifically the factor loadings $B$ from equation (1). We find $B$ as part of Proposition 9 below, which formally states the equilibrium.

**Proposition 9.** The market is in equilibrium if $x_0 = -z_0$ and the security’s expected excess return is given by

$$\frac{1}{dt} E_t [dp_t - r f p_t dt] = \sum_{l=1}^L \lambda \sigma^2 \kappa (\psi_l + \rho + \kappa)(-f^l_t) + \sigma^2 (\rho \kappa + \kappa \kappa^2 - \gamma) z_t.$$  

The coefficients $\lambda \sigma^2 \kappa (\psi_k + \rho + \kappa)$ are positive and increase in the mean-reversion parameters $\psi_k$ and $\kappa$ and in the trading costs $\lambda \sigma^2$. In other words, noise trader selling ($f^k_t < 0$) increases expected excess returns, and especially so if its mean reversion is faster and if the trading cost is larger.

Naturally, noise-trader selling increases the expected excess return, while noise-trader buying lowers it, since the arbitrageurs need to be compensated to take the other side of the trade. Interestingly, the effect is larger when trading costs are larger and for noise-trader shocks with faster mean reversion because such shocks are associated with larger trading costs for the arbitrageurs.

5. Conclusion and broader implications

This paper provides a general framework for optimal portfolio choice with frictions and multiple time-varying signals about expected returns. While the framework is very general, allowing rich dynamics for returns and signals, it is nevertheless highly tractable. Indeed, the optimal portfolio is derived as an intuitive closed-form expression.

The optimal portfolio strategy trades gradually toward an aim portfolio that depends on the current and expected future optimal portfolios in the absence of transaction costs. Hence, financial frictions imply that signals’ dynamics, in particular their persistence over time, are important. Intuitively, a signal is given more weight if it is more persistent, since a longer-lasting effect should be incorporated more in light of frictions.

We show how our continuous-time model is approached by discrete-time models of vanishing time-period length if the model parameters are scaled appropriately. The key innovation
in this respect is to determine the correct time-scaling of the transaction-cost parameter. We provide an economic foundation for this time-scaling of transaction costs, and show that the convergence happens naturally in this economic setting. Further, we derive implications for equilibrium expected returns, showing why high-frequency movements in expected returns are larger than low-frequency movements, as documented empirically. Finally, as we elaborate below, the model’s tractability makes it a powerful tool with many potential applications in other areas of economics and, indeed, even more broadly.

**General dynamic models.** Before outlining a few specific applications, we note that many dynamic models in the social sciences are special cases of the linear–quadratic framework or can be approximated well by this framework as discussed by Hansen and Sargent (2014) and references therein. By incorporating frictions and multiple signals with varying mean-reversion rates into the linear–quadratic framework, our model shows, at a high level, how the optimal policy moves gradually toward an aim that overweights persistent information. Our solution is explicit and makes it particularly easy to link the crucial input parameters, such as persistences and adjustment costs, to the output. Further, our model shows how the answer is robust to the frequency of policy changes when the policy parameters are scaled appropriately depending on the time horizon. Indeed, in each of the settings described below, we think that the case where transitory transaction costs survive in the limit is most natural (unless technology improves such that adjustment costs vanish).

**Macroeconomics.** Many macroeconomic models rely on the linear–quadratic framework (see, e.g., Ljungqvist and Sargent, 2004). As an illustration, consider an economy with different signals about total factor productivity (TFP) and capital adjustment costs. In this case, our model can be applied to show how to gradually adjust the capital stock towards an aim that overweights persistent signals about TFP shocks.

**Monetary policy.** The linear–quadratic framework has also been employed extensively in models of monetary economics (Benigno and Woodford, 2003). Our model can be recast as describing a central bank receiving multiple signals about inflation pressures, e.g., across regions, and facing adjustment costs (capturing what is often termed “policy inertia”). In this case, our results mean that monetary policy should move gradually towards an aim that optimally weights the different signals. This can help explain why central banks focus on core inflation rather than headline inflation, which includes such transitory shock as oil price changes. As another example, a highly persistent signal of deflationary pressures in southern Europe should be weighted more heavily than a transitory signal of inflation in (an equal-sized region of) Germany.

**Political economy.** As another potential application, the model could describe a political party receiving different signals from various constituents. In this case, our model’s insight shows how the party should move its politics gradually toward an aim that optimally incorporates all signals, giving more weight to persistent political trends and less to shorter-lived fads. Let us sketch how to capture this in our model, as this framework may be less standard in political economics. A political party must choose its views \( x_t \) on each of several issues, e.g., \( x_t^1 \) is the view on economic policy, \( x_t^2 \) is the view on social issues, and so on. The party receives signals \( f_t \) about the views of different constituents, which can be aggregated to a vector of average views about all the issues, \( Gf_t \). The policy maker faces quadratic costs of deviating from the current average view:
(x_t - G_{f_t})' \Sigma (x_t - G_{f_t}) = -x_t' B_{f_t} + x_t' \Sigma x_t + f'_t G' \Sigma G_{f_t},

where $B = -2 \Sigma G$. The first two terms correspond to our objective function and the last can be ignored as it is independent of the choice $x_t$. Further, the party faces quadratic costs of changing its views (the cost of “flip-flopping”), making the model a special case of our framework.

**Microeconomic model of product design.** Consider a monopolistic firm, which must choose the design $x_t$ of its product, where $x^1_t$ could be the color, $x^2_t$ the marketing expense, etc. Customers’ preferences for different products change over time such that the firm faces the following demand curve:

$$\text{Demand}(price; x_t, f_t) = x_t' H_{f_t} \cdot \text{price}^{-s}.$$  

Here, $s > 1$ is the price elasticity, $H$ is a matrix with positive elements, and $f_t$ is a positive process capturing how consumers value each product attribute. Renting a machine that can produce the good with design $x_t$ costs $1/2 x_t' \Sigma x_t$ and the marginal production cost is $c$. Given a product design, the profit is derived from the optimal price setting:

$$x_t' B_{f_t} := x_t' H_{f_t} \cdot \max_{\text{price}} \text{price}^{-s} \cdot (\text{price} - c).$$

With a quadratic cost of changing the product design, we see that this model is a special case of our general framework. Hence, our results show that the product design should be adjusted towards a combination of the signals of consumer tastes that gives higher weight to the more persistent trends.

In summary, the model presents a highly tractable framework that gives rise to several insights concerning optimal trading in financial markets, and it can be applied to other dynamic problems featuring frictions and signals of varying persistence.

**Appendix A. Proofs**

The proofs of the results stated in this article can be found online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jet.2016.06.001](http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jet.2016.06.001).
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